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ABSTRACT
 It is shown (Theorem A and its corollary) that if  is any nonconstant1
nonunivalent analytic function on a half-plane  and if  is either a half-plane or a‡ H
smoothly bounded Jordan domain, then there is a function  on  for which0 H
0 ÐHÑ § 1 Ð Ñ Y 0Ð`HÑw w ‡  such that for any neighborhood  of any point of  the set of values
A − Y 0 H " which  assumes infinitely many times in  has Hausdorff dimension .  From
this it follows (Theorem C) that in the Becker univalence criteria for the disc and upper-
half plane (l0 ÐDÑÎ0 ÐDÑl Ÿ l0 ÐDÑÎ0 ÐDÑl Ÿ "ww w ww w "#eÖD×""lDl#   and  , respectively) if the  in
the numerator is replaced by any larger number, then there are functions  satisfying the0
resulting bounds the set of whose infinitely assumed values has this same dimension "
property.
1. Introduction.
 In what follows we study the set of values of infinite valence of an analytic
function  on a domain , that is, the set  of points  for which  is0 H Ð0Ñ A − 0ÐHÑ 0 ÐAÑ\ "
infinite.  We will limit the discussion to , the class consisting of the upper half-H − ·
plane  together with all smoothly bounded Jordan domains.  The word "smooth" is used‡
here somewhat vaguely,  being both clearly enough and clearly far too much.  It isG_
immediate that if  is a bounded domain and  has a continuous extension to , thenH 0 H
\ Ð0Ñ § 0Ð`HÑ 0 ÐAÑ 0 ÐAÑ since in this case, if  is infinite then  has an accumulation" "
point . LetA − `H!
 ,VÐ7ßQÑ œ ÖD À 7  lDl  Q×
 , , ,? ? ? ? ?Ð+ß <Ñ œ ÖD À lD  +l  <× Ð<Ñ œ Ð!ß <Ñ œ Ð"Ñ
For ,  and  will denote, respectively, the Hausdorff dimension of \ § Ð\Ñ Ð\Ñ \‚ -dim "
and its 1-dimensional measure.  We denote the symmetric difference  byÐ\Ï] Ñ  Ð] Ï\Ñ
\ ]? .  The main result to be established is the following
Theorem A. Let  be analytic and nonunivalent on , let  and let .1 ! Â 1 Ð Ñ H −‡ ‡!w ·
Then there is an analytic function  on D, for c   such that for the3 3 ‡A23 2 ÐHÑ §
antiderivatives  of ,  for all  and all0 1 Ð ÐDÑÑ Ð ÐD ß <Ñ  Ð0ÑÑ œ " <  !!w !3 ? \dim
D − 0Ð`HÑ! .
The proof of this theorem, which we give in §3, is to some extent a refinement of that of
[G4, Lemma 6, p.190] which says that for every nonunivalent function  on  and every1 ‡
H which is either a smoothly bounded Jordan domain or a half-plane there is an
infinitely valent  on  which satisfies 0 H 0 ÐHÑ § 1 Ð Ñw w ‡ .  We mention the following
2corollary of Theorem A which is relevant to the general theory of first-order univalence
criteria to be discussed in §4.
Corollary.  Let  be analytic, nonconstant and nonunivalent on  and let .  Then1 H −‡ ·
there is an analytic function  on  such that  and0 H 0 ÐHÑ § 1 Ð Ñw w ‡
dimÐ ÐD ß <Ñ  Ð0ÑÑ œ " <  ! D − 0Ð`HÑ? \! ! for all and all .
This follows immediately from Theorem A, since if 1 1 Ð Ñw w vanishes on , then  contains‡ ‡
VÐ7ßQÑ QÎ7 QÎ7 with arbitrarily large  and since for sufficiently large  there are
nonunivalent functions on ; indeed, such‡ the range of whose derivative lies in VÐ7ßQÑ
functions exist as long as  is greater than the John constant of , which is known toQÎ7 ‡
be less than 7.19 (see [G1]). Theorem A is perhaps a little surprising in light of the
following additional fact, whose simple proof we give in §2.
Theorem B. Let  be a smoothly bounded Jordan domain and let H 0 wÐHÑ § VÐ7ßQÑ
for some .!  7  Q  _   Then .- \"Ð Ð0ÑÑ œ !
Thus, at least in the case in which 1wÐ Ñ § VÐ7ßQÑ 0 H‡ , for any  on  for which
0 ÐHÑ § 1 Ð Ñ Ð0Ñ !w w ‡ \,  must have 1-dimensional measure  but, on the other hand,
Theorem A says that if  is not univalent on ,  can actually be a dense 1-1 Ð0Ñ‡ \
dimensional subset of . In §4, in addition to discussing a sharp first-order0Ð`HÑ
univalence criterion which is a weak form of the Becker criterion,
     is univalent in ,l0 ÐDÑÎ0 ÐDÑl Ÿ "ÎÐ"  lDl Ñ Ê 0ww w # ?
we apply Theorem A to show that
Theorem C. Let  or . H œ ? ‡ For any  there are functions on  which satisf7  " H C
l0 ÐDÑÎ0 ÐDÑl Ÿ l0 ÐDÑÎ0 ÐDÑl Ÿww w ww w #eÖD×
7
"lDl# ,  
7
,
for the cases , , respectively, such that the values of  all lie in someH œ H œ 0? ‡ w
annulus  and such that for any  and ,VÐ7ßQÑ <  ! D − 0Ð`HÑ!
dimÐ ÐD ß <Ñ  Ð0ÑÑ œ "? \! .
 This theorem is a considerable strengthening of results of Aksent'ev [A] and
Avhadiev and Kayumov [AK] to the effect that  for any  and any integer  there are7  " 5
5 0 l0 ÐDÑÎ0 ÐDÑl Ÿ-univalent functions  on  and , which satisfiy  and7 7 7‡ ? ww w
7
#eÖD×
l0 ÐDÑÎ0 ÐDÑl Ÿ7 7
ww w 7
"lDl# , respectively. (Application of the above-mentioned lemma of
[G4] already shows that there are  satisfying these bounds which are infinitely valent.)07
We mention that for any nonunivalent  on  a construction even simpler than that used1 ‡
to establish Theorem A yields an  on  with  and for which0 0 Ð Ñ § 1 Ð Ñ‡ ‡ ‡w w
- \ 7"Ð Ð0Ñ  !  ". This can be applied to the Becker criterion to show that if , then there
is a function  on  satisfying  for which . (This0 l0 ÐDÑÎ0 ÐDÑl Ÿ Ð Ð0ÑÑ  !‡ - \ww w "7#eÖD×
3difference between the case of  and that of Jordan domains arises because in the former‡
context it is not necessarily true that if  is infinite then  has an0 ÐAÑ 0 ÐAÑ" "
accumulation point in .)`‡
2. Proof of Theorem B.
 Let  be the set points  at which  has a  nontangential limitE § `H − `H 0 ÐDÑ' w
0 Ð Ñ Dp Hw ' ' ? as  in .  As is well known, bounded analytic functions in  have
nontangential limits at almost all points of , so that the corresponding fact also holds`?
for all In examining what happens in the vicinity of a point  we may, forH − ·.  ' − E
the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality, assume that  and that the' œ !
positive tangent direction on  at  is that of the positive real axis. Let  and let`H  !' %
[Ð Ñ ÖD − À  ÖD×   ×% ‡ % 1 % denote the sector . In light the existence of thearg
nontangential limit of  at , there is a  such that for all po itive 0 œ Ð Ñ  ! = w ! ! !' $ $ % $ $
( )  i ? $ %Ð Ñ  [Ð Ñ § H
( )   for .ii l0 ÐDÑ  0 Ð!Ñl  D − Ð Ñ  [Ð Ñw w % ? $ %
In addition, simple trigonometry and the smoothness of  imply that for sufficiently`H
small $
( ) for every point  there is a  for which the openiii : − H  Ð Ñ ; − Ð Ñ  [Ð Ñ? $ ? $ %
segment  and |.Ð:ß ;Ñ § H l;  :l  # l:%
Let  and let  be as in ( ).  By ( ) and the fact that  we: − H  Ð Ñ ; 0 Ð!Ñ − VÐ7ßQÑ? $ iii i w
have from ( ) that .  On the other hand, from ( ) it followsii iiil0Ð;Ñ  0Ð!Ñl   Ð7  Ñl;l%
that |, so that for all  we havel0Ð;Ñ  0Ð:Ñl  # Ql: : − H  Ð Ñ% ? $
 l0Ð:Ñ  0Ð!Ñl œ l0Ð:Ñ  0Ð;Ñ  0Ð;Ñ  0Ð!Ñl   l0Ð;Ñ  0Ð!Ñl  l0Ð:Ñ  0Ð;Ñl
  | Ð7  Ñl;l  # Ql:l œ Ð7  Ñl;  :  : l  # Ql:% % % %
  | |  Ð7  ÑÐl: l  l;  :lÑ  # Ql:   Ð7  ÑÐl: l  # l:lÑ  # Ql:% % % % %
  | |œ Ð7  ÑÐ"  #  # QÑl:  l:% % % 7#
for  sufficiently small. Thus, with such an  and a corresponding ,  for% % $ 0Ð:Ñ Á 0Ð!Ñ
: − Ð Ñ  H A − Ð0Ñ ÖD × H? $ \. If  then there is a sequence  of points in  for! 8
0ÐD Ñ œ A ÖD × − `H 0Ð Ñ œ A8 ! 8 !
w w
.  Some subsequence  converges to some .  Since  by
3
' '
the continuity of  on , what we have just shown implies that .  Thus0 H Â `HÏE' w
\ -Ð0Ñ § 0Ð`HÏEÑ 0 `H Ð`HÏEÑ œ !.  Since  is locally Lipschitz continuous on  and , it"
follows that .- \"Ð Ð0ÑÑ œ ! è
3. Proof of Theorem A.
3.1 Preliminary considerations..  The dimensionality property of  for the function \ Ð0Ñ 0
we will construct is based on the corresponding property of Cantor-type sets.  Let R   $
be an integer and let .  Let! − Ð!ß "Ñ
I œ I œ  ÖÒ  ß  Ó À " Ÿ 5 Ÿ R  "×" "
ÐRß Ñ 5 5
R #R R #R
! ! !
.
This closed set is the union of the  closed intervals  of length  centered at theR  " M5
Ð"Ñ
R
!
points , , respectively. The next set  will be the union of 5R #
#" Ÿ 5 Ÿ R  " I ÐR  "Ñ
4closed intervals of length (  that results by replacing each  with ( .! !R R R ## 5Ð"Ñ 5 ""Ñ M  ÑÐI  Ñ
Continuing in this manner, if we have defined , consisting of  disjointI ÐR  "Ñ7 7
closed intervals  of length (  centered at points , then M Ñ B  á  B I5Ð7Ñ R 7 " 7"! ÐR"Ñ7
will be the set consisting of  closed intervals of length (   that results byÐR  "Ñ Ñ7" 7R! +1
replacing each of the  by ( .   In this manner, we arrive at a nestedM B  Ñ ÐI  Ñ5Ð7Ñ 5 "R #7 "!
sequence   of closed subsets of . It can be shown that the -dimensionalÖI × Ò!ß "Ó =ÐRß Ñ5
!
Hausdorff measure  of , satisfiesL ÐI Ñ I œ  ÖI À 5   "×Ð=Ñ ÐRß Ñ ÐRß Ñ ÐRß Ñ5! !
!
L ÐI Ñ  ! = œ − Ð!ß "Ñ ÐI Ñp"Ð=Ñ ÐRß Ñ ÐRß Ñ! !, where , so that for any given ,  loglog
ÐR"Ñ
Ð ÑR"!
! dim
as .  For appropriate sequences  and , ,Rp_ Ö ×ß Ö, × Ö ×  Ð I  , Ñ! % %R R R R R
R $
ÐRß Ñ!R
R   ", will have dimension 1.  The set that actually arises in the proof of Theorem A is
slightly different from , and for the sake of completeness we include a proof of theIÐRß Ñ!
required dimensionality property, which is simply a reworking of the proof given in [F]
that the standard Cantor set has dimension .  (See also [P, Chapter 10] for similarloglog #$ 
dimensionality calculations.)
 Let  denote the vertical strip .  ’ ’ œ ÖD À !  dÖD×  "× For any measurable
\ § Ð\Ñ  _‘ - for which  we define"
(1)  , .  PÐ\ß DÑ œ .> D −3 \1 ' "D> ‡
We point out a number of simple properties of the function  which are immediatePÐ\ß DÑ
consequences of the fact that  is to withinin an imaginary constant the PoissonPÐ\ß DÑ
integral of the characteristic function of .  First of all, for any such ,\ \ Á g
P PÐ\ß Ñ § Ð\Ñ Á ! Ð\ß DÑ‡ ’ -, as long as . Furthermore,  has a continuous extension to"
‘ ‘Ï`\ `\ \, where  denotes the boundary of  as a subset of .  More specifically, for
B − Ï`\ dÖ Ð\ß BÑ× œ " ! B − \ B Â \‘ ,  or , respectively, when  or .  Moreover, ifP
+  ,  - Ð+ß ,Ñ § \ Ð,ß -Ñ  \ œ g eÖ Ð\ß DÑ×p_ Dp, and  and , then ,  in  and ifP ‡
Ð,ß -Ñ § \ Ð+ß ,Ñ  \ œ g eÖ Ð\ß DÑ×p _ Dp, D − ÏÖ!× and , then ,  in .  If for ,P ‡ ‡
we denote by    the principal value of the logarithm of , that is, for such ,log D D D
eÖ D× − Ò!ß Ó +  , D − ÏÖ+ß ,×log , then for  , 1 ‡
   
(2)   ,PÐÐ+ß ,Ñß DÑ œ .> œ Ð ÐD  +Ñ  ÐD  ,ÑÑ3 3
+
,
1 1
' "
D> log log
from which it follows that  maps  one-to-one onto PÐÐ+ß ,Ñß DÑ œ ÖD À !  dÖD×  "×‡ ’
with  
P P P PÐÐ+ß ,Ñß +Ñ œ _3 ÐÐ+ß ,Ñß ,Ñ œ _3 ÐÐ+ß ,Ñß_Ñ œ ! ÐÐ+ß ,Ñß Ñ œ ",   ,    and .+,#
Under this mapping  and  correspond, respectively, to the vertical boundaryÐ+ß ,Ñ ÏÒ+ß ,Ó‘
lines  and  of .3  " 3 `‘ ‘ ’
 Let
5   L ÐDÑ œ! PÐÐ  "ß "Ñß DÑ œ Ð ÐD  "Ñ  ÐD  "ÑÑ31 log log ,
that is, the one-to-one mapping of  onto , with‡ ’
L L L L! ! ! !Ð  "Ñ œ  3_ Ð"Ñ œ 3_ Ð_Ñ œ ! Ð!Ñ œ ", ,  and ,
so that
L L L L! ! !
" " " "Ð  3_Ñ œ  " Ð3_Ñ œ " Ð!Ñ œ _ Ð"Ñ œ !,  ,   and .!
A linear change of variable shows that if  and  are real numbers, then+  ! -
(3)    .P PÐ+\  -ß DÑ œ Ð\ß ÑD-+
 
 With reference to a given function  on  (and it will always be clear to which1 ‡
such  we are referring), for any  of finite measure we define1 \ § ‘
(4)    KÐ\ß DÑ œ 1 ÐL Ð Ð\ß ÑÑÑ .'!D w "! P ' '
and use essentially the same notation for the corresponding operation on functions  for?
which :?Ð Ñ §‡ ’
(5)     KÐ?ß DÑ œ 1 ÐL Ð?Ð ÑÑÑ.'!D w "! ' ',
so that for , we have  , where \ § KÐ\ß DÑ œ KÐT ß DÑ T ÐDÑ œ‘ \ \ PÐ\ß DÑ.
 In §3.2 we shall construct for each  a countable family of disjoint openR   $
subintervals of  for whose union  it will be subsequently shown that if Ð!ß "Ñ \ 1ÐRÑ
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem A, then  as , wheredimÐ ÐK ÑÑ   .ÐRÑp" Rp"\ R
K ÐDÑ œ KÐ\ ß DÑ .ÐRÑR
ÐRÑ
.   The exact expression for  is given in (26) at the end of §3.3.
3.2.  Construction of \ ÞÐRÑ
 In what follows  will denote the set of all finite sequences (to be referred to as^
nodes)  of integers in . The length of will be denoted byk kœ Ð5 ß 5 ßá5 Ñ Ò"ßR  "Ó" # 6  
PÐ Ñ 6k k   and of length   To facilitate the discussion we^6 will stand for the set of all .− ^
introduce an ancestor-descendant relationship: if  is a proper initial subsequence of k l we
say that , and that  is a  of . k l l kis an  of ancestor descendant siblingsNodes  and  are l l" #
if they differ only in their last element; the set of the  siblings of  will be denotedR  # k
by .  Node  is the  of , if   is the  ancestor of  for which .fÐ Ñ PÐ Ñ œ PÐ Ñ  "k k l k l k lparent
For each  we definek − ^6
(6)    , ,TÐ Ñ ×k a a aœ Ö ß á ß6 6" "
6where  and  is the sole ancestor of  with , that is, a k a k a a6 3 3 6"œ PÐ Ñ œ 3  is the parent of
k a k, denote by  the set of descendants of6#  is its grandparent, etc.  Furthermore, we WÐ Ñ
k k k  and let .V ^Ð Ñ œ ÏÖ ×6
 We now introduce several positive parameters (in addition to the integer )R   $
with which we will be working together with certain initial upper bounds on their
respective values which subsequent developments in the construction will be replaced
with possibly smaller (positive) numbers (these further restrictions will depend solely on
the function  of Theorem A). They are ,  and .   We impose the1   % " # %"" ""!! "!!" " "
additional restriction that  be so small that if  is any subset of  of# " "" " "" "# #Y Ð  ß Ñ
measure at most ,   then#"
lPÐY ß DÑl   Ï Ð ÑÑ% ‡ ? ? " on ( ."
Furthermore, for notational convenience we abbreviate
! ! % # # !œ Ð Ñ œ œ%RÐ" RÑ #
"
"log    and   .
and define
N œ Ð  "ß "Ñ F œ Ð  ß Ñ M œ Ð  "ß "ÑÏF, , and ." "" "
When working with  of  and  of the form  and , we refer to copies N M +N  , +M  , +F  ,
as the corresponding .gap
 We will construct the set , mentioned in the last paragraph of the preceding\ÐRÑ
section, as the union of a set  of copies of .   ÖMÐ Ñ À − × œ Ð4Ñk k k^ M For , that is, for a
sequence of length  whose sole element is the integer , we define" 4
(7) , -Ð Ñ œ MÐ Ñ œ M  - N  - F  -k k k k k k k4R # # #! ! !Ð Ñ N Ð Ñ œ Ð Ñ FÐ Ñ œ Ð Ñ,  and 
and let .  Inside the gap of each of these  we will insert a translate of\ œ MÐ Ñ MÐ Ñ"
PÐ Ñœ"
R"-
k
k k
#\ BÐ Ñ MÐ Ñ" centered at a point  near the center of , then inside the gap of each ofk k k-Ð Ñ 
the resulting  copies ÐR  "Ñ MÐ# lÑ 6 œ # M \, , of  we will insert a translate of , centered## "
at a point  lying near the center  of , and so on. for a node B Ñ -Ð Ñ ÑÐ MÐl l l k  More precisely, w
of length greater than  consisting of the sequence  followed by the integer  we define," 4k
with 6 œ PÐ Ñk
(8)     , , ,-Ð Ñ œ BÐ Ñ  Ð MÐ Ñ œ Ð Ñ N Ð Ñ œ N Ð Ñk k k k k kw w w w w4R # # #" Ñ M  -  -# # #6 6 6! !
    .FÐ Ñ œ Ð Ñk kw w#
!#6F  -
The points  will be defined below by induction on the length of for theBÐk k kÑ À − ^  and 
moment we mention that the  will satisfyBÐ Ñk
7(9)   ,  BÐ Ð Ñk k k) ,− F  - −!) PÐ Ñ"# ^k
so that, in particular ), will lie well inside the gap . It is not the case, however,BÐk kFÐ Ñ   
that any set of points ÖBÐ Ñ×k  satisfing (9) will suffice for our construction since for our
purposes it is necessary that there be some positive constant  which does not dependG!
either on  or on   such thatR k
l l  G D − -Ð Ñ  Ð  Ð Ï Ð ÑÑÑ −P k kÐ\ DÑ
^ÏÖ ×k ß  , ,  .! "#
6"% # ‡ ? ? " ^!
We will, however, show that  can be chosen in such a way that this holds withthe BÐ Ñk
G œ "# §! .  For any given , we shall writeh ^
\ œ  MÐ Ñh
l−h
 .l
In the following lemmas we assume only (7), (8) and (9).
Lemma 1.  Let  and  be as in .  ThenPÐ Ñ œ 6 Ð Ñk kT (6)
? " ? # " ? # "Ð-Ð Ñß Ñ ¨ Ð-Ð Ñß Ñ ¨ á ¨ Ð-Ð Ñß Ña a a" " # " 6 "% % %
6"! ! !
.
Proof a a. Indeed, if   and , then ,# Ÿ 3 Ÿ 6 D − ß Ñ lD ?Ð-Ð Ñ -Ð Ñl 3 " 3 "3 3% %# " # "
" "! !
|  (by (9)), so that-Ð Ñ  BÐ Ñl  lBÐ Ñ  -Ð Ñl Ÿa a a a3 3" 3" 3" "3"# )3" ##  (by (8)), and !# "
 |lD  lD -Ð Ñl Ÿ -Ð Ñl  -Ð Ñ  BÐ Ñl  lBÐ Ñ  -Ð Ñla a a a a a3" 3 3 3" 3" 3"
 # " # "3 3% " "
" 3" #"
# )
!  # !
   (Ÿ  Ñ # " " # # "!% " " "3 3"# ) %# ##  ! !
since , provided only that . Thus indeed# " !# !%" %! !"% ) )" " "
"   "## # 
"
D − ß Ñ D − ß Ñ è? ?Ð-Ð Ñ Ð-Ð Ña a3 " 3" "
3 3
% %# " # "
" ! !
 implies that .2
Lemma 2 k s k k.       Let  and for each sibling of  let be a measurable subsetPÐ Ñ œ 6 − Ð Ñ ]f s
of thenN Ð Ñs   ,
l ] ß DÑl   ( , !
s k
 
s
− Ð Ñ
w ) R
f
!
#
P k#6" D − Ð-Ð Ñß Ñ? #!#
6"
.
Proof.  If the last element of the sequence  is , then  for each integer k 5 > − Ò"ßR  #Ó
there are at most two integers between 1 and  whose distance from  is , so thatR  " 5 >
there are at most two siblings  for which the distance between   and  iss k k sof  -Ð -ÐÑ Ñ
> -#
6"
R , as follows from (8) of the ( ). For such  the minimum distance between points ofl s
? #Ð-Ð Ñß Ñk !#
6"
 and  is ( ) ( ) , since .  From thisN Ð Ñ    >     "s > >R R # R6"! # % %# #
6" 6"
and the fact that  it follows that for  - !#" 6"ÐN Ð ÑÑ œ D −s ? !#Ð-Ð Ñß Ñk 6"
8l ]P w " .> " .> % RÐD>Ñ lÐD>Ñ l
#R
> >
Ð ßs s sD l l l Ÿ Ÿ œÑ œ 1 1 1 1
! !' '
N Ð Ñ N Ð Ñ
6"
# #
#
# #
#
# ( )( # #6" 6") ,
for D − ? #Ð-Ð Ñß Ñk !#
6"
.  Thus,
l ] ß DÑl Ÿ    (  ,! ! !
s k
 
s
− Ð Ñ
w # % R " % R " ) R
>œ" >œ"
R# _
> >
f
1 # #
! ! !
#
P # # #6" # 3" # 3"
as claimed since .!
>œ"
_
"
> '#
#
œ  # è1
Lemma 3 k k.     be as in (6).  ,Let and ThenPÐ Ñ œ 6 Ð ÑT
   ( , l \ ß DÑl P kw Ð ÑT k %!" #" 6" D − Ð-Ð Ñß Ñ? #
!""
%
6"
.
Proof. Clearly, from (2)  we have
(10) PwÐMß Ñ œD 3 #3
1 1
Ö    ×" " " "D" D" D D "
Ð "ÑÐD  Ñ
Ð"D ÑÐ D Ñ" "
" "
""
" "
#
# #
"
#œ ,
so that, since , we have for  that" "" "" ""!! # lDl Ÿ
l ÐMß Ñl ŸPw D # ) "Ð" ÑÐ  Ñ "
Ð" ÑÐ Ñ Ð" Ñ$1 1 "
" " " "
" " " "
Ð Ñ  Ÿ" "
" "
% %"
#
" $ "
% % %" " " "
# # #
"
"
.
Since by (3) of §3.1, P P PÐ Ð ÐM M  - MÐ Ñß DÑ œ Ð Ñß DÑ œ ß Ña a3 3 D Ð Ñ! ## 6"# - a3!# 6" , it follows that
l ÐM ß l ŸP a aw 3 3Ð Ñ D -Ð ÑßÑ 2!" #" 3" , , .D − Ð Ñ " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 6? #
!""
%
3"
From this together with nesting of the disks  established in Lemma 1,? #Ð Ñ-Ð Ñßa3 !""%
3"
and the fact that  we conclude that#  "#
l \ ß DÑl œ l MÐ Ñß DÑl Ÿ P P aw w 3Ð Ñ
3œ" 3œ" 3œ!
6 6 _
3(  (T k ! ! !2 2!" # !" # !" #" 3" " "6" 6" # % ,
for D − ? #Ð-Ð Ñß Ñk !""%
6"
  as claimed.è
Lemma 4 k m k k.  ,   Let let be a measurablePÐ Ñ œ 6 − Ð Ñ œ ÏÖ × ]. For each node V ^6 m
subset of then , N Ð Ñm
l Ð] ß DÑl  % D − Ð-Ð Ñß Ñ!
m k
m
− Ð Ñ
#
6"
V
!P k% ? #,  .‡ 
9Proof a k a a. , . For As in (6) let , TÐ Ñ " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 6  "k œ Ö ß á ß6 6" "œ × _3 be the set of 
descendants of the siblings of a a k3 3 3 6 6 of length  (that is, ) and let ,6 œ Ð Ñ  œ Ð Ñ_ W ^ _ f
the set of siblings of k.   Clearly,
VÐ Ñk œ 
3œ"
6
_3,
so that
   l Ð] ß DÑl œ l Ð] ß DÑl!
m k
m m
m− Ð Ñ −V
P P! !
3œ"
6
_3
.
We estimate each of the inner sums .  For each of the  siblings53
−
œ Ð] ß DÑ R  #!
m
m
_3
P
b b a" R# 3 363 63ßá ß ÐR  "Ñ  Rof  there are  summands in .  5 Let the last element of
the sequence  be .  a3 5 As pointed out in the proof of Lemma 2, for each integer
> − Ò"ßR  #Ó 4 " R  " > 5 there are at most 2 integers  between  and , at distance  from ,
so that for such  the distance from 4 -Ð -Ðb a4 3Ñ Ñ > 3 and  is  since for nodes of length  the#
3"
R
distances between the 's corresponding to siblings are multiples of . For any- #
3"
R
descendant  of such a  the minimum distance between points ofm − VÐ Ñk b4
? #Ð-Ð Ñß Ña m3 R R # R #
> > "3"!
#
3"
 and  is ( ) ( ) , since . N Ð Ñ >       ! % # %# #3" 3" Grouping
the ( summands  according as they are descendants of  andR  "Ñ ßá ß63 3 " R#5 b b
taking into account that the linear measure of  for each of these descendants  is at]m m
most  !#6"
  
   l Ð] ß DÑl Ÿ R !
m
m
−
# #R63 6"
>œ"
R#
>
_3
P
1 #
!# ! 3"
  ,œ R  # R R R œ # ÐR Ñ R R4
1
! # ! # ! #6"3 63 63 63 63
>œ"
R#
"
>
! log log
for But , and   and therefore,D − R R  R œ R ‡ ? # Ð-Ð Ñß Ña3 !# 3" .  ! % # !#log
" "
# #"
   ,   l Ð] ß DÑl  #  %!
m k
m
− Ð Ñ
"
#
V
P % %D
3œ"
6
63
as asserted.è
Lemma 5 k k.  .  Let  and let have measure at most ThenPÐ Ñ œ 6 ] § -Ð Ñ  F!%
6" 6# #
l Ð] ß DÑl  D − -Ð Ñ  Ð  Ð Ï Ð ÑÑP k  .% # ‡ ? ? " for !# 6" "
Proof k.   For convenience we abbreviate  by  and  by . Let . From!
!#
6" w ] -# ! -Ð Ñ - [ œ w
(3) in §3.1, .  But  is equivalent to ,P P kÐ] ß DÑ œ Ð[ß Ñ D − − FD- D- "#! !w w-Ð Ñ  F!% 6"#
so that .  Also, , so that from the[ § F Ð[Ñ œ Ð] Ñ  Î œ œ" " ## #" " "
6 6"- - # # # #
! !
!
w
10
definition of ,   for , i.e., for# % ‡ ? ? "" "D- D-l Ð[ ß Ñl  −  Ð Ï Ð ÑP ! !w w
D − -Ð Ñ  Ð  Ð Ï Ð ÑÑ èk !#
6"
"# ‡ ? ? " .
 For convenience we define
^wÐ Ñ œk l l kÖ À PÐ Ñ Ÿ PÐ Ñ×.
We will now show by a simple induction on PÐ Ñ BÐ Ñk k that we can choose the points ,
k k k k k− -Ð Ñ N Ð Ñ MÐ Ñ FÐ Ñ^ in such a way that when the , , ,  aredefined by (7) and (8), then
we have
(11)     P kÐ\ ß BÐ ÑÑ œ !ß^wÐ Ñk
(12)   )  i.e.,  BÐ Ð Ñk k k k− % F  - lBÐ Ñ  -Ð Ñl  %%!# %!" #PÐ Ñ" PÐ Ñ""k k, 
(13)  ,  l Ð\ ß DÑl  ( D −  Ð-Ð Ñß ÑP k^w Ð ÑÏÖ ×k k k% ‡ ? #!# PÐ Ñ" .
 To begin the induction let , so that , for some .  It6 œ " œ Ð4Ñ 4 − Ò"ßR  "Ók
follows from (7) and Lemma 4 with  and ) , for each6 œ " ] œ MÐ § NÐ Ñm m m
m k k− ^wÐ ÑÏÖ ×,  that
(14)     ,  .P kÐ\ ß DÑ  % D − Ð-Ð Ñß Ñ^w Ð ÑÏÖ ×k k % ?‡  !#
Now, as indicated in the comments immediately following the definition (1) of ,PÐ\ß DÑ
PÐ\ ß DÑ^"  is pure imaginary on each of the gaps
FÐ Ñ œ F  -Ð Ñ œ Ð  ß  Ñk k! ! !# R # R #
4 4
" "" " .  It follows from the formula (10) for
PwÐMß DÑ in the proof of Lemma 3 that
(15)     , .eÖ ÐMß Ñ×   D − FPw D "#""
Since   on .P k P k P P k kÐMÐ Ñß Ñ œ Ð Ð Ñß DÑ œ eÖ ÐMÐ Ñß Ñ×   FÐ ÑD M  - ÐMß Ñ D!
!# Î#
D-Ð Ñ wk
,
"
!""
Since P k kÐ ß Ñ œ !MÐ Ñ -Ð Ñ , it follows from (14) and the intermediate value theorem that
there indeed exists an BÐ Ñ % -Ð Ñk k within  of  for which (11) holds, so that condition%!""
(12) is satisfied.  Finally, (13) follows immediately from (14).
 Now assume that  and that we have defined  for all 6   " BÐ Ñk k of length at most 6
in such a way that (11)-(13) hold.  Let , let  be an integer in  and letPÐ Ñ œ 6 4 Ò"ßR  "Ók
k k kw w denote the sequence of length  consisting of  followed by .  The objects ( ),6  " 4 -
MÐ Ñ N F Ð Ñ œ ×k k k k a k a aw w w 6 6" ",  ( ) and ( ) are as defined in (8).  Let , , theT œ Ö ß á ß
sequence of  together with its ancestors, as in (6).  It is clear thatk
? # ? #Ð-Ð Ñß Ñ ¨ Ð-Ð Ñß Ñ " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 6  "a a3 3"
! !
# #
3" 3
,  so that from Lemma 2 it follows that
l Ð\ ß DÑ  ) R D −P kw #Ð ÑÏ Ð Ñ
3œ"
6
"
^ T #
w 3"k k | , ! ! ? #Ð-Ð Ñß Ñ!# 6" ,
so that,
11
(16)      | ,l Ð\ ß D Ñ  Ð\ ß D Ñ  ) R lP P^ T ^ T #w w 3"Ð ÑÏ Ð Ñ Ð ÑÏ Ð Ñ" # #
3œ"
6
"
k k k k ! D  D l" # !
for .  But , so thatD ß D −  Ð-Ð Ñß Ñ lBÐ Ñ  -Ð Ñl  %" # "#
6" 6"‡ ? # %!" #k k k!
(17) ,? # ? %!" # # ? #ÐBÐ Ñß Ñ § Ð-Ð Ñß %  Ñ § Ð-Ð Ñß Ñk k k6 6" 6 6"" %!""
since %  œ Ð%  Ñ œ Ð%  Ñ œ Ð%  Ñ%!" # # %!" # # %!" # # %!" #" " " "6" 6 6" 6" 6"#
!#"
œ Ð%  Ñ œ ! %" # %!" # #" "# # %
6" 6" 6"*%" !"" "
.  Thus, (16) is valid for
D ß D −  ÐBÐ Ñß Ñ " # 6 % #‡ ? #k , since .  
!" !" By Lemma 3 we have
 ( , l \ ß DÑl P kw Ð ÑT k %!" #" 6" D − Ð-Ð Ñß Ñ? #
!""
%
6"
,
so that
(18)   l Ð\ ß D Ñ  Ð\ ß D Ñ P PT TÐ Ñ Ð Ñ" # lk k | % D D l" #!" #" 6" ,
for , , ,D D −  Ð-Ð Ñ D" # "‡ ? k !""% 6"# Ñ.    In light of (17), (18) is valid for 
D − # ‡ ? #ÐBÐ Ñß Ñk 6 .  From (16) and (18) it therefore follows that for
D −  ÐBÐ Ñß Ñ‡ ? #k 6
l Ð\ ß DÑ  Ð\ ß BÐ Ñ  ) RP P k^ ^ # #w w 3"Ð Ñ Ð Ñ
# 6
3œ"
6
"
k k Ñ | .%!""  ! #!
But since  and ,# # ! # %"œ  " "# #" "
) R  ) R  "' R œ )Ð RÑ! # ! # # ! # ! ## 6 # 3 # #
3œ" 3œ!
6 _
"
"! !#3"
   .œ )  ) Š ‹ Š ‹% %Ð" RÑ Ð" RÑ
# #
" "log log  # %" %
Also %#
!" "
#
" "
"œ #  #%.  Thus by (11),
(19)    , l Ð\ ß DÑl  $P k^wÐ Ñ 6k %  .D −  ÐBÐ Ñß Ñ‡ ? #
All of the , ,  with  are defined by (8) so that we can address (13)-Ð Ñ N Ð Ñ MÐ Ñ PÐ Ñ œ 6  "l l l l
before defining  and verifying (11) and (12).  By Lemma 4BÐ Ñl
(20)   ,   ,l ÐMÐ Ñß DÑl  % D − Ð-Ð Ñß Ñ!
l k− Ð Ñ
w 6
#
V
!
w
P l k% ? #‡ 
so that, since  from (19) and (20) we conclude that?Ð-Ð Ñß Ñ §k kw #!#
6
? #ÐBÐ Ñß Ñ6 ,
(21)      ,   ,l ÐMÐ Ñß DÑl  ( D − Ð-Ð Ñß Ñ!
l k k− Ð ÑÏÖ ×
w 6
#
^
!
w w w
P l k% ? #‡ 
12
  
which establishes (13) for .  We now show that  can be defined and in a way that6  " BÐ Ñl
makes (11) and (12) valid.   This, however, follows exactly as in the case . 6 œ " Since
P k P k P P k kÐMÐ Ñß Ñ œ Ð Ð Ñß DÑ œ eÖ ÐMÐ Ñß Ñ×   FÐ Ñw 6 w w w#
D-Ð Ñ
Î#Ñ
D M  - ÐMß Ñ D!
!#
#
k
6 ,  on  by"!# "6 "
(15), it follows from (21) and the intermediate value theorem that there is an  withinBÐ Ñkw
( -Ð Ñ Ð\ BÐ Ñ œ !%!" #"
6 w w
Ð Ñ of  for which , ) , which establishes (11) and (12).  Hencek P k^w wk
by induction we have defined  in such a way that (11), (12) and (13) holdÖBÐ Ñ À − ×k k ^
for all .k − ^
 It is clear from Lemma 4 that if
a WÐ Ñ œ Ö À PÐ Ñ  PÐ Ñ Â Ð Ñ×k l l k l k, ,
then for all k − ^
(22)  ,  ,l Ð\ DÑl  % D − Ð-Ð Ñß ÑP k
a Ð Ñk ß #
6"% ? #‡  !
and follows from Lemma 5 that
l l  D − -Ð Ñ   Ð Ï Ð ÑÑP k(\ DÑ
WÐ Ñk ß  ,  % ‡ # ? ? "
!
#
6"
"
Putting this together with (13) and (22) we conclude that for
(23)  , ,  .l l  "# D − -Ð Ñ  Ð  Ð Ï Ð ÑÑÑ −P k kÐ\ DÑ
^ÏÖ ×k ß % # ‡ ? ? " ^
!
#
6"
"
 We define the fundamental sets
\ œ \ œ  MÐ ÑÐRÑ
−
^
^k
k
I œ  Ð  NÐÐRÑ
8œ"
_
PÐ
 
lÑœ8
lÑÑ.
3.3. Dimension of  IÐRÑ.
 The set  is very similar to the set described §3.1 except that we areI œ IÐRÑ
using the , so that things are slightly "off center," but this does notBÐ Ñ Ð Ñk k instead of the -
affect the calculation.   Let  be a covering of .  We can assume that all these  areÖY × I Y3 3
intervals since we are only interested in , where here  denotes the diameter of!
3
3
=lY l lY l
Y Y lY l.  Furthermore, since we can enlarge each  in such a way that  is increased by3 3
3
=!
an arbitrarily small amount, we can assume that all of the  are open and therefore, sinceY3
I ÖY × is compact, we can also assume that  is a finite covering.  In light of the definition3
of -dimensional Hausdorff measure we may also assume that .   For each = lY l   33 "R !
let  be the integer  for which8Ð3Ñ   " 8
13
(24)    .# ! # !8Ð3Ñ 8Ð3Ñ"" "R R3Ð  Ñ Ÿ lY l  Ð  Ñ
   
The minimum distance between the intervals which make up  isI œ Ñ6
Ñœ6
 NÐ
PÐl
l
# !6" "R 3 8Ð3ÑÐ  Ñ Y Ñ I, so that   can intersect at most one of the  that make up , andN Ðl
therefore, more generally, for ,  can intersect at most  of the 7   ! Y ÐR  "Ñ3 7 closed
intervals which make up I I § I 4   8Ð3Ñ8Ð3Ñ7 8Ð3Ñ7 8Ð3Ñ since . In other words,  if , then
Y ÐR  "Ñ I 43 4
48Ð3Ñ
 intersects at most  of the intervals in .  Now fix  so large that
# !4" "R 3 3Ð  Ñ Ÿ lY l 3 ÖY × I NÐ Ñ for all .  Since  is a covering of , for each interval l
making up , some  must touch .  Thus,I Y NÐ Ñ4 3 l
(25)    #of intervals in .ÐR  "Ñ œ I Ÿ ÐR  "Ñ4 48Ð3Ñ4
3
!
We express  as , where .  From (24) we have thatR  " Ð Ñ = œ  !" = ÐR"ÑÐ"Î Ñ# #loglog
ÐR  "Ñ œ Ñ Ÿ Ð Ñ lY l8Ð3Ñ 8Ð3Ñ = = =R"R 3( ,# !
so that from (25) it follows that
ÐR  "Ñ Ÿ ÐR  "Ñ œ ÐR  "Ñ Ð Ñ lY l4 48Ð3Ñ 4 = =
3 3
R
"R 3
! !
!
,
and therefore that .  Thus , which means that!
3
3
= = Ð=Ñ"R
RlY l   Ð Ñ  ! L ÐIÑ  !
!
dimÐIÑ   = œ loglog
ÐR"Ñ
Ð"Î Ñ# .  Since , we have that
" #RÐ" RÑ
# %#
œ log 
1
(26)  dimÐI Ñ   .ÐRÑ œÐRÑ loglog log log log
ÐR"Ñ
R Ð" RÑ Ð#Î Ñ %#"
,
which tends to  as ." Rp_
3.4.  A Normalization. 
 The following lemma allows us to introduce some simplifying conditions.
Lemma 6. Let  be nonunivalent in  with nonvanishing derivative there.  Then there is1! ‡
a function  which maps  into itself such that  satisfies3 ‡ 3 ' '! !
D
!
w1ÐDÑ œ 1 Ð Ð ÑÑ .'
(G )i    is analytic and nonvanishing on ,1w ‡
(G )ii    is analytic at  and ,1 ÐDÑ _ 1 Ð_Ñ œ , Á !w w !
(G )iii   where .1ÐD Ñ œ 1Ð!Ñ œ ! D −  ` Ð Ñ! ! "#‡ ?
Proof. For , let  map  one-to-one onto  with  and<  " ; Ð<3ß <  Ñ ; Ð3Ñ œ 3< <"<‡ ?
; Ð3Ñ  ! ; ÐDÑpD <p_<
w
<, so that  uniformly on compact sets of  as .  Thus, for all‡
14
sufficiently large  the  is analytic on  and nonunivalent on .  We< 1 Ð; Ð ÑÑ .'
!
D w
< ' ' ‡ ‡
choose such a value of  and denote the corresponding antiderivative by  . Since< 0ÐDÑ
; Ð Ñ 0 Ð Ñ ! Â 0 Ð Ñ 0< w w
w‡ ‡ ‡ is compact, so is , and .  Also, note that  is analytic and
nonvanishing on  and  is analytic with value  at .   Let  be an upper‡ 0 Ð"ÎDÑ , Á ! ! Qw w!
bound for  on  and let  for . Let ,  be distinct with0 l0 ÐDÑ  , l  lDl  V D D −w w ! " #l, l#‡ ‡
!
lD l   XV X  " ÒD ß D Ó  ÐVÑ œ g# " #, where . If  , then?
l0ÐD Ñ  0ÐD Ñl œ l Ð,  0 ÐDÑ  , Ñ .Dl   lD  D l# " ! ! # "ÒD ßD Ó
w l, l
#
'
" #
!
.
If  with  coming before  as we move from  to ÐD ß D Ñ  ÐVÑ œ ÐD ß D Ñ Á g D D D D" # " #" # " #w w w w?
along the segment, then clearly  andlD  D l   ÐX  "ÑV# "
 |0ÐD Ñ  0ÐD Ñl œ l Ð0 ÐDÑ  , Ñ  , Ñ .D  0 ÐDÑ .Dl# " ! !ÒD ßD ÓÏÒD ßD Ó ÒD ßD Ów w' '" # w w w w" # " #
     ÐlD  D l  lD  D lÑ Q lD  D ll, l# # "
w w w w w
# " # "
!
      ÐÐX  "ÑV  #VÑ  #Q V œ Ð ÐX  $Ñ  #Q ÑV  !l, l l, l# #
w w! !
as long as .  Thus we can only have for  in  if , X   $ 0ÐD Ñ œ 0ÐD Ñ D Á D D D%Ql, l " # " # " #
w
!
‡
are both in , where .  From this it follows that for all sufficiently?Ð< Ñ < œ Ð  $ÑV! ! %Ql, l
w
!
large ,  is univalent on  .  Let  is univalent on .  For= 0  =3 = œ Ö= À 0  =3×  !‡ ‡! inf
each  there are distinct points  for which= − Ð!ß = Ñ + ß , − Ð< Ñ  Ð  =3Ñ! = = !? ‡
0Ð+ Ñ œ 0Ð, Ñ 0= = .  From a straightforward compactness argument and the fact that  is
locally univalent on  it follows that there exist distinct ,  whose images‡ ‘+ , −  = 3!
under  coincide.  Since  is univalent on , the image of the curve  is0 0  = 3  = 3‡ ‘! !
tangent to itself at the point  and  is a negative multiple of .0Ð+Ñ œ 0Ð,Ñ 0 Ð,Ñ 0 Ð+Ñw w
Therefore, for all sufficiently small , with   there$ $ ‘ $− Ð!ß = Ñ + œ +  3 −  Ð=  Ñ3! !w
holds
0Ð+ Ñ − 0ÐÐ  = 3ÑÑ § 0Ð  Ð=  Ñ3ÑÑw ! !‡ ‡ $ ,
so that there is a point  such that . Clearly,  ., −  Ð=  Ñ3 0Ð+ Ñ œ 0Ð, Ñ ,  + −w w w w w!‡ $ ‡
Let
1ÐDÑ œ Ð0Ð#l,  + lD  + Ñ  0Ð+ ÑÑ"#l, + l
w w w w
w w ,
so that . Also,  is clearly of the form  with1Ð!Ñ œ 1Ð Ñ œ ! 1 ÐDÑ 1 Ð ÐDÑÑ, +#l, + l
w w
! !
w w
w w 3
3 ‡ ‡!Ð Ñ § è.
 Henceforth we shall work with a function  which has the properties given in the1
conclusion of this lemma.
3.5.   is bi-Lipschitz on .  KÐ\ ß DÑ IÐRÑ ÐRÑ
 We begin with the following
15
 
Lemma 7. Let , , , let  be an integer and let  satisfy, X  ! R   $ \ § Ò!ß ,Ó(
-"
,
RÐ" RÑ R
,Ð\ [Ñ Ÿ [(log  for all intervals  of length . Then
l 3PÐ\ß B  Ñl Ÿ Ð  # Ñ ! Ÿ B Ÿ ,X,R
( " $
X1 ( ,  .
Proof. Let .   .  TheB − Ò!ß ,Ó B  Ò5  ß 5  ÓFor , let   be the intervall5l Ÿ R N5 , " "R # #
union of these intervals of length  covers .  Let ,R Ò!ß ,Ó D œ B 
X,
R lD>l X,
" R(
(
3 Ÿ.  Since ,
for , it follows from the hypothesis that> − ‘
   
!
l5lŸ"
5
$ ,
RÐ" RÑ X
$l † PÐ\  N ß DÑl Ÿ (
1 1log 
R
X,( .
.
For , dist , so that for , l5l   # ÐDß N Ñ œ Ðl5l  Ñ  > − N5 5, "R # R ,Ðl5l"Ñ
,Ðl5l"Ñ " R
lD>l Ÿ .
Thus, it follows from the hypothesis that
 .
! !
#Ÿl5lŸR #Ÿl5lŸR
5
R "
,Ðl5l"Ñ Ð" RÑ 5
# #
5œ"
R"
lPÐ\  N ß DÑl Ÿ œ (
1
,
RÐ" RÑlog    
! ( (
1 1log 
The desired conclusion follows immediately from these two bounds.è
 We next use Lemma 7 to establish that the mapping  is bi-Lipschitz onKÐ\ ß DÑÐRÑ
I 0ÐRÑ and, as will be significant when in §3.7 it comes to constructing an  for which
\ ‡Ð0Ñ " 0Ð` Ñ has dimension  everywhere on , that the same upper and lower bounds will
hold even if we make (small) alterations in .  Let  be an upper bound for | on\ Q l1 ÐDÑÐRÑ w
‡ $.  From properties of  and  it follows that there is a  such thatL 1  !!"
l1 ÐL ÐAÑÑ  , l  lAl  X œw "! !
l, l
%
#%!
 for .  Let   and let  be so small that$ (
1$
" $
X % %Q )Q
l, l l, l
1
$Ð  # Ñ  X  Ö"ß × ( ( (,       and  ,min ! !
that is,
(27)         (  Ö ß ß ×min 1$ 1$#% *'Q )Ql, l l, l! !
Note that ,  and  depend solely on .  If   is a measurable set for which$ ( ‘X 1 ] §
(28)   ,  for l Ð] ÏÒ!ß ,Óß DÑl  D −  Ð ß ÑP $% # #, ,‡ ?
and the set  satisfies the hypothesis of the preceding lemma, then\ œ ]  Ò!ß ,Ó
  Pl Ð] ß DÑl  D − J œ Ò ß Ó  3$ (# R R R
, ÐR"Ñ, X,
,  for ,
so that with KÐDÑ œ KÐ] ß DÑ
16
lKÐÐ4  X 3Ñ Ñ  KÐÐ5  X 3Ñ Ñl   l, ll4  5l( (, , $ ,R R % R! .
(Note that we have used the fact that , which follows by a trivialJ §  Ð ß Ñ‡ ? , ,# #
calculation since we have stipulated that .)  But thenX  "(
 lKÐ4 Ñ  KÐ5 Ñl   l, ll4  5l  #Q œ Ð l, ll4  5l  #QX Ñ, , $ , $ ,R R % R R % R! !
X,( (
   . Ð l, ll4  5l  Ñ   l, ll4  5l$ , " ,% # R % R! !
l, l!
Since   we have (with , as defined in §3.2) that(  N œ Ð  "ß "Ñl, l)Q!
 distÐKÐ4  NÑßKÐ5  NÑÑ   l, ll4  5l  #Q  l4  5l, , " , ,R #R R #R % R #R ) R
, , ,
!
,( ( ( !
    dist . Ð4  N ß 5  NÑ,) R #R R #R
, ,, ,! ( (
If we let  and   (so that  which allows us to apply (23) and therefore, œ Ÿ "# " % %" # %(1 $
have (28) hold with ) we immediately conclude that  is bi-Lipschitz on, œ KÐ\ ß DÑ"" ÐRÑ
I R   $ ,ÐRÑ, that is, that for  and with the indicated values of  and ,%
  
(29) ,  , .,) " # " # " # " #ÐRÑ ÐRÑ ÐRÑ! lB  B l Ÿ lKÐ\ ß B Ñ  KÐ\ ß B Ñl Ÿ QlB  B l B B − I
It therefore follows from the preservation of Hausdorff dimension under bi-Lipschitz
mappings and the lower bound for  obtained in §3.3 thatdimÐI ÑÐRÑ
(30)    dim dimÐKÐ\ ßI ÑÑ œ ÐI Ñ  ÐRÑ ÐRÑ ÐRÑ .ÐRÑ œ loglog log log log
ÐR"Ñ
R Ð" RÑ Ð#Î Ñ %#"
.
We will make use of the following observation in establishing that for the functions of the
conclusion of Theorem A the set  has dimension 1 locally in .\ Ð0Ñ 0Ð`HÑ
Observation 1. It is clear form the foregoing considerations that for any fixed R   $
every open interval  of  has a subinterval  such that (29), with the constant Y Y‘ w ,)!
replaced by any smaller number, and consequently (30), also hold for any  for which]
\ ] § YÐRÑ w? .
3.6.  \ ÐK Ñ ¨ KÐ\ ßI ÑÐRÑ ÐRÑ ÐRÑ .
 Before beginning we note that the following weak version of Theorem A follows
immediately from this inclusion together with (30): For any  there is a mapping5  "
0ÐDÑ œ 1 Ð Ð ÑÑ . Ð Ð0ÑÑ '!D !w 3 ' ' \ 5 for which .dim
 For  let , for  let ,!  -  " HÐ-Ñ œ Ð  -3Ñ  ! Ÿ  " MÐ Ñ œ NÏÒ  ß Ó‡ ? " " " "
L ÐDÑ œ ÐMÐ Ñß DÑ 1 ÐDÑ œ KÐL ß DÑ 1 œ 1" " "P "  and , so that in particular .  In addition, we!
denote by  the class of functions  on  for which  maps  into , and weh ‡ ‡ ’" "? ? L
denote by  the sup-norm of  on the set . By the normalization conditionsm?m ? E §E ‡
(G ) and (G ) of Lemma 6 there are positive constants  and  for whichi ii Q  " 7
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1 Ð Ñ § VÐ7ßQÑ K ÐL  ?ß DÑ ? −w w‡ h, so that   satisfies the same inclusion for all ." "
Clearly, there exist  ,  which depend solely on  such that  for all " 0 " "# #− Ð!ß "Ñ 1 − Ò!ß Ó
we have
1 ÐD Ñ œ 1 Ð!Ñ œ ! D − ÐD ß Ñ § HÐ Ñ" " " " " for some  with .‡ ? 0 0
It is a simply verified general fact that there exist positive constants  and  whichE F
depend only on  and  such that if then  is univalent on 7 Q 0 Ð Ñ § VÐ7ßQÑ 0 ÐEÑw ? ?
and . Thus, there are positive constants  and , which0Ð ÐEÑÑ ¨ Ð0Ð!Ñß FÑ  <? ? 3 0#
depend only on  and  (and consequently only on ) such that for all  and7 Q 1 − Ò!ß Ó" "#
all ,  is univalent on  and? − KÐL  ?ß DÑ ÐD ß Ñh ? 3" " "
(31)             .? ? 3ÐKÐL  ?ß D Ñß <Ñ § KÐL  ?ß ÐD ß ÑÑ" " " "
  
Note that .  For any  the set  is compact, so that? 3 0 ’ÐD ß Ñ § HÐ Ñ - − Ð!ß "Ñ L ÐHÐ-ÑÑ §" 0
simple considerations involving the continuous dependence with respect to  of " L ÐOÑ"
for any fixed compact  show that there are positive numbers ,O § œ Ð-Ñ‡ % %" "
Q œ Q Ð-Ñ œ Ð-Ñ Ÿ 1 ÐL ÐDÑÑ" " $ $ #
w "
,  such that the derivative of  is bounded above" " " 0
by  in the -neighborhood of  for all  and .  Thus, ifQ L ÐHÐ-ÑÑ § Ÿ ? − Y" " $
Ÿ
% ’ " "-
" "
" "
$
" " h %Ÿ ? − m?m Ÿ$ "HÐ-Ñ and  satisfies , then" "
lK ÐL  ?ß DÑ  K ÐL ß DÑl  Q m?m D − HÐ-Ñw w " HÐ-Ñ" " ,    .
Upon taking into account that  is bounded above by  on the segmentlK ÐL  ?ß DÑl Qw "
Ò!ß -3Ó Ò-3ß DÓ § HÐ-Ñ lD  -3l  " D − HÐ-Ñ and that  and  for , by integration over the
contour   we conclude that for such any Ò!ß -3Ó  Ò-3ß DÓ ?
  ,  .lKÐL  ?ß DÑ  KÐL ß DÑl  #Q- Q m?m D − HÐ-Ñ" " " HÐ-Ñ
Let  be as in (27),  and ;  and  depend( % % %- œ Ö ß × œ Ö ß Ð- Ñß × -! ! " ! ! !< <)Q % %Q #min min0 (1"
only on . (We have included  in the minimum defining  so that (30) holds.) Note1 (
1# !%
that  since we have stipulated that  and that  since-  < Q  " ÐD ß Ñ § HÐ- Ñ! !? 3"
? 3 0 " "ÐD ß Ñ § HÐ Ñ § HÐ Ñ § HÐ- Ñ Ÿ Ð- Ñ"
0
% ! $ !.  Then for 
lKÐL  ?ß DÑ  KÐL ß DÑl  D − HÐ- Ñ" "
<
# !, ,
for all  for which .   Since , we have from this  that? − m?m  KÐL ß D Ñ œ !h %" " "HÐ- Ñ !!
for such , .  Also,? lKÐL  ?ß D Ñl " " <#
KÐL  ?ß  Ð- ÑÑ § ÐQ- Ñ § Ð Ñ" ‡ ? ? ?! !
<
# ,
so that by (31) we have that
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KÐL  ?ß  Ð- ÑÑ § Ð Ñ § ÐKÐL  ?ß D Ñß <Ñ § KÐL  ?ß ÐD ß ÑÑ" " " " "‡ ? ? ? ? 3!
<
# .
Note that since  and   and ,? 3 0 ? ? 0 ? 0 0ÐD ß Ñ § HÐ Ñ Ð- Ñ § Ð Î%Ñ Ð Î%Ñ  HÐ Ñ œ g" !
    
‡ ? ? 3 Ð- Ñ  ÐD ß Ñ œ g! " .
We define
    ,    ." " %" ! $ !
" " "
% % #% #!!œ Ö- ß Ð- Ñ× œ Ö ß ×min min
%!
(The factors of  are unnecessary at this point in that the relations (32) and (33), which"%
will appear presently, hold without this factor; the reason for its inclusion will be
explained below in Observation 2.)   and  depend solely on .  As in §3.2,Here again " %" 1
! # %"œ %RÐ" RÑlog  which is so small and for  we take any positive number less than  " "
that if  is any subset of  of measure at most ,   thenY Ð  ß Ñ" "# #" " "" " #
l ÐY ß DÑl   Ï Ð ÑÑP % ‡ ? ? " on ( ,"
and finally,  # œ "# "# !.   We emphasize that % # and  depend solely on  and do not" 1
depend on R .  Also,
(32)    ‡ ? " ? 3 Ð# Ñ  ÐD ß Ñ œ g" ""
and
(33)   .KÐL  ?ß  Ð# ÑÑ § KÐL  ?ß ÐD ß ÑÑ" " "‡ ? " ? 3"
 We can now use the bound (23) of §3.2 to show that
(34)    . \ ÐK Ñ ¨ KÐ\ ßI ÑÐRÑ ÐRÑ ÐRÑ
For the moment we abbreviate  by  and  by  and examine the\ \ KÐ\ ß DÑ KÐRÑ ÐRÑ
behavior of  on the disk , ) where .  We further abbreviateK Ð-Ð Ñ 6 œ PÐ Ñ? #k k!# 6"
- œ -Ð Ñ œ D − Ð- − -   Ð Ï Ð ÑÑw w 6" w w w#
w
"k  and .  Let , ).  Now, for  we# # ? # ' ‡ # ? ? "!
have by (23) of §3.2 that , whereP PÐ\ß Ñ œ Ð M  - ß Ñ  @Ð Ñ' # ' 'w w
m@m  "# Ÿ Ð M  - ß Ñ œ-   Ð Ï Ð ÑÑ #
w w
w w
"
!
‡ # ? ? "
%% # '.  But by  (3) of §3.1, P PÐMß Ñ'
#
-w
w  so that if
we substitute   we have' # =œ - w w
   KÐDÑ  KÐ- Ñ œ 1 ÐL Ð Ð\ß ÑÑÑ .w w "-
D
!
'
w P ' '
   œ 1 ÐL Ð Ð\ß -  ÑÑÑ .# # = =w w " w w!
ÐD- ßÑÎ
!
' w w# P
   œ 1 ÐL Ð Ð M  - ß -  Ñ  @Ð-  ÑÑÑ .# # # = # = =w w " w w w w w w!
ÐD- ÑÎ
!
' w w# P
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   .œ 1 ÐL Ð  @Ð-  ÑÑÑ .# # = =w w " w w
!
ÐD- ÑÎ
!
' w w# PÐMß Ñ=
Writing , we have that , so that by (32) and (33) it@Ð-  Ñ œ ?Ð Ñ m?m w w Ð Ï Ð ÑÑ ## = = ‡ ? ? " %" !
follows that
(35)   Ð Ð  Ð# ÑÑ  Ð ÐD ß Ñ œ g# ‡ ? " # ? 3w w"  - Ñ  - Ñw w""
(36)   .KÐ ÐD ß Ñ  - Ñ ¨ KÐ Ð  Ð# ÑÑ  - Ñ# ? 3 # ‡ ? "w w w w"""
From this and in light of the nesting properites of the intervals ,  together withN Ð Ñ 5 −k ^
(32) we conclude that (34) is true (and would remain true even without the factor of #
appearing in these two equations).
Observation 2.  This observation parallels Observation 1, which appears after (30). In
light of the parenthetical comment made immediately after the definitions of  and " %"
above it is clear that for any fixed , every open interval  of  has a subintervalR   $ Y ‘
Y \ ] \ ] § Yw ÐRÑ ÐRÑ w such that (34) also holds if  is replaced by any  for which .?
Indeed, since  is nowhere dense, there is a point , and it is clearI : − YÏIÐRÑ ÐRÑ
: − N Ð Ñk k only for  in some finite (possibly empty) set  of nodes.  In light of theY
continuous dependence of  on  (that is, the fact that  will change by anKÐ\ß DÑ \ KÐ\ß DÑ
arbitrarily small amount if  is changed on a sufficiently small set) there is a\
neighborhood  of  such that  can be changed arbitrarily on  without altering theZ : \ ZÐRÑ
validity of (35) and (36) for any of the .  Moreover, since there is a  such thatk −  !Y $
dist  for all , it is clear that given any  there is a  suchÐ:ß N Ð ÑÑ   Â  ! Y § Zk k$ Y %w w
that for any , ,  on all of the semi-disks , .] § Y l Ð] DÑl  Ð-Ð Ñß Ñ Âw w PÐ Ñ"#P l l% ? # Y
! l
From this together with the preceding sentence the desired conclusion follows.
3.7 An  for which  has dimension  everywhere on .0 Ð0Ñ " 0Ð Ñ\ ‘  
 Let the sequence Ö: À 8   $×8  be dense in  and ‘ and let . 5  ! The the
construction involves the insertion into  of a copy , of ,‘ \ œ + \  - \8 8 8Ð8Ñ Ð8Ñ
successively for . Here, , , from which the desired8 œ $ß %ßá !  + l-  : l Ÿ8 8 8 #
$
8
property will follow immediately.  Because of the density of , once we have insertedÖ: ×8
a copy  of , we will inevitably have to alter this copy by inserting copies of\ \5 Ð5Ñ
infinitely many  with  into the intervals making up  and into the spaces\ 6  5 \Ð6Ñ 5
between them.  This must be done in such a way as not to alter the set of points of the
corresponding copy  of  whose images are assumed infinitely often (that is, theN Ð!ß "Ñ5
corresponding copy  of ).   The process is nevertheless veryI œ + \  - I5 5 5Ð5Ñ Ð5Ñ
straightforward and the existence of the desired mapping of  is an immediate‡
consequence of the following construction together with the the facts, pointed out in
Observations 1 and 2 at the ends of §3.5 and §3.6, respectively, to the effect that the bi-
Lipschitz and infinite valence properties are unaffected by small changes in any of the
\ M œ NÏÒ  ß Ó N œ Ð  "ß "ÑÐRÑ w " "# #.  To facilitate the discussion let , where as in §3.2, ,
and for any  and , let .  Let  be a subset of  whose3 7 ‘ 3 7 3 7 ‘ ! − M Ð ß Ñ œ M  ]w w
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complement contains the closed interval .  Since  is pure3 7 3 7N  Ð]  M Ð ß Ñß BÑP w
imaginary on   and tends to to  and  as  tends to the left and3 7Ð  ß Ñ  _3 _3 B" "# #
right endpoints of this interval, there is a point , for which; − Ð  ß Ñ 3 7" "# #
P PÐ]  M Ð ß Ñß ;Ñ œ !  ! l Ð]  M Ð ß Ñß BÑlw w3 7 $ 3 7.  Thus, for sufficiently small ,  will be
arbitrarily small on , so that for sufficiently small ,‡ ? $ $ Ð Ð Ñ  ;Ñ  !w
PÐ]  M Ð ß Ñ  \  ; ß DÑw w ÐRÑ3 7 $( )  will have the same bi-Lipschitz and infinite valence
properties on  as  does on .‡ ? $ 7 ‡ ? Ð Ð Ñ  Ñ Ð\ ß DÑ  Ð ß Ñw ÐRÑ " "# #P
 Using this construction we proceed as follows. For  let  denote the] § `]‘
boundary of  as a subset of , and let . Assume that we have defined .] ] œ \ ]‘ $ R"Ð$Ñ
Let  be a point of  for which .  There are two cases.7 ‘ 7R R" R R #Ï`] l  : l Ÿ
5
R
Case 1.  .  In this case there is an open interval containing  whose closure is7 7R R" RÂ ]
disjoint from that of  and we define  with an] ] œ ]  Ð \  ÑR R R" R RÐRÑ$ 7
appropriately small .$R
Case 2.  .  In this case there is an open interval  containing  whose closure7 7R R" R− ] Y
is entirely contained in .  We first remove a subinterval  of  containing ] Y YR" Rw 7
which is so small that its deletion will not disturb the bi-Lipschitz and infinite valence
properties of .  Then we proceed as Case 1.]R"
 It is easy to see that converges uniformly on bounded sets of  to aKÐ] ß DÑR ‡
function  which has the desired properties.K
3.8 Smoothly bounded Jordan domains.
 Let  map  one-to-one onto the given smoothly bounded Jordan domain .A H‡
Here  will be "very well-behaved" on .  The function that will accomplish theA œ `w ‘ ‡
desired mapping will be , where0ÐDÑ œ K ÐA ÐDÑÑH "
K ÐDÑ œ K Ð ÑA Ð Ñ .H !
D w w' ' ' ',
KÐDÑ  being the function constructed in the preceding section.  Obviously,
0 ÐDÑ œ Ñ Ñw K ÐA ÐDÑÑ A Ñ ÐDÑ œ K ÐA ÐDÑ A ÐA ÐDÑÑ A Ñ ÐDÑ œ K ÐA ÐDÑH
w " " w w " w " " w w "Ð Ð .
We also have that  for each  constructed above the corresponding]R
K Ð] ß DÑ œ 1 ÐL Ð Ð] ß DÑÑÑ 1 Ð ÐDÑÑw w " wR R " "! !P  and so is of the form , where  again maps 3 3 ‡
into itself and from this it follows that  has the desired form .0 1 Ð ÐDÑÑw ! 3
 Finally, we have to verify that  has the desired properties.  This amounts to\ Ð0Ñ
verifying that the  has the desired properties on .  This is simply a matter of correctlyKH ‡
selecting the sequence  in light of the following observation.  Since  is continuousÖ × A$5 w
and nonvanishing on  and  bounded there, for any  every point  has a‡ % ‘K B −w w !
neighborhood in  such that for some ,YÐB Ñ G Á !! ‚
lK ÐD Ñ  K ÐD Ñ  GÐKÐD Ñ  KÐD ÑÑl  lD  D l D D −  YÐB ÑH # H " # " # " " # !
w% ‡,  for , .
The desired conclusion is now obvious in light of and (35) and (36) (see the parenthetical
comment in the sentence immediately following these tow relations) and the fact that in
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arbitarily small neighborhoods of each point we have inserted copies of infinitely many of
the .\ÐRÑ
4. Application to the Becker Criterion.  Let  be the extremal function; À Î3p‡ ‚
defined in [BP], so that  displays the analogous extremal behavior for 0 ÐDÑ œ 3;ÐDÎ3Ñ" ‡
(rather than for , which is the canonical half-plane of that paper).  As shown there‡Î3
l0 ÐDÑÎ0 ÐDÑl Ÿ "ÎÐ#eÖD×Ñ  "" "
ww w
 and for  arbitrarily close to 1 the function7
0 ÐDÑ œ Ð0 Ð ÑÑ . l0 ÐDÑÎ0 ÐDÑl Ÿ ÎÐ#eÖD×Ñ7
7
7 7
'
!
D
"
w ww w' ' 7 ‡ is not univalent.   Obviously,  in .
Consider , which is a simply covered domain in .  We shallVF œ 0 Ð Ñ œ ; Ð Î3Ñ"w w‡ ‡ ‚
make some comments about an important property of  after presenting the followingVF
lemmas, in light of which Theorem C is an immediate corollary of Theorem A and
Lemma 6.
Lemma 8.  Let .  If , then  in .: À p 0 ÐDÑ œ 0 Ð:ÐDÑÑ l0 ÐDÑÎ0 ÐDÑl Ÿ? ‡ ?w ww ww7 7"lDl#
Proof. Let . Let  satisfy .  The set  is compact,!  <  " ? ? ÐDÑ œ 0 Ð:ÐDÑÑ :Ð< Ñ §w "w ? ‡
so that  for some sufficiently large , , since theO  ! V œ 0 Ð:Ð< ÑÑ § 0 ÐO O3Ñ< " "w w? ?
sets ,  exhaust .  Let , so that  andO O3 § O  ! 1ÐDÑ œ ?Ð<DÑÎ< 1 ÐDÑ œ ? Ð<DÑ? ‡ ‡ w w
therefore .  Now, maps  one-to-one onto the1 Ð Ñ § V [ ÐDÑ œ 0 ÐOD O3Ñw w< " "? ?
domain .  Thus, there is a function  such that0 ÐO O3Ñ ¨ V 2 À p"w <? ? ?
1 ÐDÑ œ [ Ð2ÐDÑÑw " .  We have
   |lÐ Ð1 ÐDÑÑÑ l œ l[ Ð2ÐDÑÑÎ[ ÐDÑl 2 ÐDÑllog w w w w" "
   œ Ol0 ÐO2ÐDÑ  O3ÑÎ0 ÐO2ÐDÑ  O3Ñll2 ÐDÑlww w w" "
   Ÿ Ol2 ÐDÑlÎÐ#eÖO2ÐDÑ  O3×Ñ œ l2 ÐDÑlÎ#eÖ2ÐDÑ  3×w w
   Ÿ l2 ÐDÑlÎÐ#Ð"  l2ÐDÑlÑÑ œ l2 ÐDÑlw w
"l2ÐDÑl
#Ð"l2ÐDÑl Ñ#
   ,Ÿ l2 ÐDÑlÎÐ"  l2ÐDÑl Ñ Ÿ ÎÐ"  l2ÐDÑl Ñ œw # #
"l2ÐDÑl
"lDl "lDl
"
#
# #
the last inequality following from the Schwarz-Pick theorem. Since  is arbitrary we<  "
have that .  Butl? ÐDÑÎ? ÐDÑl œ Ð Ð? ÐDÑÑÑ l Ÿww w w wlog ""lDl#
0 ÐDÑ œ 0 Ð:ÐDÑÑ œ Ð0 Ð:ÐDÑÑÑ œ Ð? ÐDÑÑw ww w"7
7 7
,
so that l0 ÐDÑÎ0 ÐDÑl œ l? ÐDÑÎ? ÐDÑl Ÿ èww w ww w7 7"lDl# .
Lemma 9.  Let .  If , then  in .: À p 0 ÐDÑ œ 0 Ð:ÐDÑÑ l0 ÐDÑÎ0 ÐDÑl Ÿ‡ ‡ ‡w ww ww7 7#eÖD×
Proof.  This is an immediate consequence of the half-plane version of the Schwarz-Pick
theorem which says that . l: ÐDÑl Ÿw eÖ:ÐDÑ×eÖD× è
 We end with a few comments about first-order univalence criteria in general and
about what we shall call the  in particular.  A first-order Becker criterion first-order
univalence criterion for a domain  is a condition of the form  which impliesH 0 ÐHÑ § Vw
that  is univalent in ; such an  is called a  for .  In [G4] we0 H V Hdomain of univalence
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defined such a criterion to be  if for any  there is a nonunivalentweakly sharp %  !
function  on  for which  is contained in the -neighborhood of , to be 0 H 0 ÐHÑ V% %w % strongly
sharp if for any domain  properly containing  there are is a nonunivalent function V V 0w
for which , and, finally, to be  if for any such  there are0 ÐHÑ § V Vw w wvery strongly sharp
functions  for which  is not empty.  In light of Theorem A it is clear that it would0 Ð0Ñ\
be appropriate to alter the last definition by changing the words "for which  is not\ Ð0Ñ
empty" to "for which  has dimension at least " or to introduce some other term,\ Ð0Ñ "
such as "super-strongly sharp" to describe the case in which this last condition holds.  As
in [G4, p.174], let  denote the class of domains  of the form , where Å V V œ W ÏW W" # "
and  are analytically bounded strictly star-shaped (with respect to ) domains withW !#
W § W# ". Then in light of the corollary to Theorem A,  Theorem 6 of that paper can be
changed to read
Theorem.  If  is a weakly sharp univalence criterion and  is a domain0 Ð Ñ § V − Vw ‡ Å
of univalence for , then for any domain  properly containing  there is a function H V V 0w
for which  and for which  for all and all0 ÐHÑ § V Ð ÐD ß <Ñ  Ð0ÑÑ œ " <  !w w !dim ? \
D − 0Ð`HÑ! .
We will not go into a discussion of the exact family of simply connected domains  toH
which this applies; it certainly contains all smoothly bounded Jordan domains, though.
 If one defines a first-order criterion  to be  if there is0 ÐHÑ § Vw very weakly sharp
a sequence of domains  none of which is a domain of univalence for  and suchÖV × H8
that , then it follows from [BP] that the , that is, theV œ  V8 first-order Becker criterion
condition , is a very weakly sharp criterion both for  (in light of0 ÐHÑ § V H œw F ?
Lemma 8) and for .  Because of the square root singularities of the extremalH œ ‡
function  at each of the two points  for which , the treatment0 „ − ` 0 Ð Ñ œ 0 Ð  Ñ" " "1 ‡ 1 1
of [G4], which is based on an analysis of the signs of the appropriate variation kernel
does not go through for this criterion. We believe, however, that this criterion is actually
weakly sharp but  strongly sharp.  We will not go into details of the motivation for thisnot
conjecture beyond saying that it is based on a calculation of the variation kernel
corresponding to , which, in turn, is based on simple observations about the shape ofVF
this domain.  To my knowledge, the criteria ,  are the  sharp0 Ð Ñ § V 0 Ð Ñ § Vw wF F? ‡ only
first-order criteria which are neither trivial (like the Noshiro-Warschawski criterion) nor
ones for which the  is some very thin domain (such as the those derived in [G2] andV
[G3]).  In spite of this, I do not believe that this first-order version of the Becker criterion
has been given explicit mention anywhere in the literature.
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